
Agenda of the

University of Massachusetts Amherst

Undergraduate Student Senate

Speaker Fox 1838th Regular Meeting

Zoom Meeting February 22nd, 2021 at 6:00 PM

1. Call to Order:

2. Announcements:

3. Roll Call:

4. Approval of the Minutes:

5. Officer Reports:

a. University Student Trustee Scalona studenttrustee@umass.edu:

Hi everyone! Hope you all have been having a good week, amidst these crazy times. As I said in

my last report, I'm continuing to work with SGA x FLIP on distributing a survey that assesses

knowledge of and access to first-gen resources. There is a First Gen Low Income and Transfer

Student Taskforce in the works, where we hope to present our findings to then support our

advocacy for centralizing and improving existing resources. If you'd like to see the survey and

provide feedback on it, join #fgli in the slack channel! As a Trustee, I'm working to see if I can

get the subject of campus resources for FGLI students as an agenda item at the Committee on

Academic & Student Affairs in March/April.

Myself and other SGA members also continuing to work on our advocacy for an institutionalized

Survivors' Bill of Rights in some fashion, and we are meeting this week.
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I'm continuing to try to gauge the effect of furloughs/understaffing on worker exposure to

COVID-19 in the residential halls, and continue to support the need to bring faculty/staff back in

a safe manner and to pay them during the pandemic. I'm meeting with the Chancellor on Monday

and I will be trying to meet with President Meehan this week (was rescheduled from last week).

If you have anything you'd like me to bring up, let me know.

Finally, I'm also connecting with other SGA members on how we can protect students who

depend on the campus for housing - in the worst case that campus needs to close due to

COVID-19. If you'd like to be involved in these conversations, let me know!

If you're interested in running for Student Trustee, feel free to send me an email and/or connect

with me over text or on social media. I'm open to clarifying what the role is like and any other

questions. studenttrustee@umass.edu

b. President Epstein sgapresident@umass.edu:

I met with Garett DiStefano and Andrew Mankus to discuss dining concerns (lines, social

distancing, students in quarantine & isolation getting food, etc.-- notes are in the Slack). I

attended a Spring Implementation meeting where we discussed the shift to Elevated, including

when in-person classes would start, employment restrictions being lifted, dining, and guests in

dorm rooms. I was at part of the meeting with College Republicans to discuss their concerns. On

Friday, I sent concerns about the guidance that is part of the elevated posture now to

administration, they did not listen to Justin Burch and my concerns around using the green

checkmark for so many things and taking away access to Blackboard and Moodle for being out

of compliance. Vice President Chang, Secretary Lechowicz, Secretary McKenna, and I met with

GSS leadership to discuss these concerns and the leadership meeting with the Chancellor on

Monday. We complied a list of questions and concerns which were sent to administration. I

attended the Student Roundtable where we discussed pods and messaging to students. Senator
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Bhattacharjee, Secretary Duddy, Advisor Vo, Attorney General Latimer Ireland, and I met to talk

about the Secretary of Veteran Affairs bylaws and having a more permanent position centered

around mental health. I went to the Food Security Advocacy Group meeting to discuss the food

pantry, swipe out hunger, and other food security initiatives.

On Monday I'll be attended the leadership meeting with the Chancellor.

I worked on and am putting up a motion about the University's use of the green checkmark and

barring students from Moodle and Blackboard.

Please reach out if you need anything!! <3

c. Vice President Chang sgavicepresident@umass.edu:

d. Speaker Fox sgaspeaker@umass.edu:

Hello everyone! Since our last Senate meeting, I have had meetings about the change back to

elevated risk and some concerns around compliance. I attended a Research and Libraries meeting

to discuss this impact on research labs and RLOPs. I attended a student leader round table to

collaborate on campaigns to keep students within their bubbles and make smart choices. I

organized a meeting with an RSO we oversee, College Republicans, to hear out their concerns

around SGA/Admin response to COVID-19 and we will be further discussing a plan to approach

admin with mutual asks during COTW. I met with the Chancellor of Elections to prepare him for

the upcoming nomination period beginning on Tuesday, February 23rd. I will be hosting an SGA

info session on the 23rd at 6:30 PM. On the agenda, I am sponsoring a motion that was worked

on with GSS regarding students under the Music and Dance Department. I am continuing to meet

with Senators and Chairs who reach out, so please feel free to contact me if you would like to

chat about anything! We had a Chair meeting on Sunday to touch base and discuss committee

progress. Looking ahead to this week, I will be meeting with Attorney Stark, attending the SACL

Student Advisory Board, and attending the SGA Antisemitism training planning meeting. Please

be sure to take time to relax and decompress on Wednesday - treat it as a true break!

e. Associate Speaker Gandhi sgaspeaker@umass.edu:
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Hello hello! I hope you all had a restful weekend. Since last week’s meeting, I attended the

SORC Virtual Activities Expo. Definitely not much participation, but I’m glad I got to spend

time with some SGA members. I attended a Student Leader Roundtable where we discussed a

campaign around the idea of “bubbling up”. I attended the Chair Meeting on Sunday. I’ve also

continued to vote with W&M. Let me know if you have any questions, thank you all for your

hard work! Please remember to be kind to each other and remember our training about respect

and communication. I hope you all have the most fantastic Wellness Wednesday ever :D

f. Chief Justice (if requested) sgajudiciary@umass.edu:

g. Residence Hall Association President rha@sacl.umass.edu:

h. RSO Council Presidents:

i. Agency Reports:

j. Cabinet:

Secretary Abramson  sgaregistry@umass.edu : - I sent out an email to the RSOs approved last

semester giving them an updated timeline for the on-boarding process this semester

- Secretary Yee and I will be putting together a special edition newsletter to feature all the new

RSOs to help them with recruitment

- I had a meeting with a new RSO last week to clear up some points of confusion

- doing anti-racism trainings next week with RSO councils

- hoping to put together the lock purchase order this week

Secretary Bennett  sgapolicy@umass.edu : Hi everyone, I hope you’re doing well.

- Not too much happened for me between now and last Wednesday, but I do have a couple of

updates.

- On Thursday PHENOM and the Debt Collective held their "letter to legislators" writing party

to advocate for student debt cancellation. The event was well attended and it went better than I

could have imagined. Thanks to all who came, and keep your eyes and ears open for more

advocacy opportunities with the organizations.
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- On Saturday, I had a follow-up meeting with Secretary McKenna, Attorney General

Latimer-Ireland, and Chief of Staff Cohen to discuss ways to support student workers on

campus, including the possibility of creating a dedicated position focused specifically on

supporting student labor.

- Please reach out with any questions!

Chief of Staff Cohen sgachiefofstaff@umass.edu:

Secretary Duddy  sgaveteransaffairs@umass.edu:

Attorney General Latimer-Ireland  sgaattorneygeneral@umass.edu : Hi all! I hope you're doing

well - happy Monday! I miss Senate being on Monday nights, so this is a fun throwback.

This past week I continued my work with the bylaws, working with the Title VII group and

Senator DeFranco. I am working to support my conduct advisors - as they have been extremely

buys - and set up some additional trainings for them. I attended the letter writing campaign

meeting organized by PHENOM to write to legislators about canceling student debt. I attended

the CR concerns meeting with other members of leadership. I am continuing to revise the SBOR

and we will meet about it later this month.

Secretary Lechowicz  sgatechnology@umass.edu : Website Updates

- The SGA Elections page is now the homepage of the website, and will remain the homepage

through the duration of the elections season. I’ve continued working on associated elections stuff

to make sure that everything’s in order, and will be working with my undersecretaries to run a

tight ship over the next few weeks.

Meetings

- I will be attending the first meeting (on Monday) of the Chancellor’s upcoming Flexible

Learning Task Force Steering Committee - the task force will be exploring the future of

multimodal and so-called “hybrid” pedagogical approaches at the University and related fields.

- I attended part of the meeting between some SGA members and members of College

Republicans this past Thursday to discuss COVID concerns.
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Secretary McKenna  sgapolicy@umass.edu : Hi everyone! I would still love a few members for

Title IX work, please email me if you are interested or want to work on anything else at

sgapolicy@umass.edu. I hope everyone is able to do something on Wellness Wednesday that

makes you smile :)

Internal

-Will meet w/ Secretary Abramson on Sunday to work on final Title VII bylaw changes

-Will attend Cabinet meeting on Tuesday

-Continuing to examine: Consultation, SGA-Greek life relationship

Spring/COVID

-Attended the weekly Testing subgroup of the Health & Safety working group

-Will be working w/ Jeff Hescock to improve the email students receive when they enter Q/I

Agencies/Councils/SGBs/Faculty Senate

-Met w/ RHA

-I will meet w/ the SORC on Monday (UVC & UPC are the last check-ins remaining)

-Secretary Abramson, Secretary Montilla, and I will begin meeting soon with RSO Councils to

present SOJEC’s anti-racism training

Misc.

-Went to the Food Pantry meeting

-Will attend Commencement planning group again on Thursday

-Will attend the 2nd P3 Planning Group meeting on Friday

-Will attend UMPD AC on Friday
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Secretary Montilla sgadiversity@umass.edu: - I attended USC last week. We created a survey

to gather student feedback about the use of reusable bags in the dining halls, paperless receipts

and compost able containers and we will be drafting motions on this later this week.

- We’re still trying to set a date for the cmass/sga panel. We will be probably be bringing a

motion so the sga can officially sponsor the event once we have the date.

- I worked on the motion about music students on the agenda tonight.

Secretary Morel-Paletta   sgasustainability@umass.edu :

Hi everyone! This week I attended the final Carbon Mitigation Task Force meeting. They have

completed their report and are getting ready to present it to the administration. The report

summarizes a one-year study on how to achieve 100% renewable energy on campus by 2030.

The next step is the implementation process! Also, some more good news- the PVTA bus system

is working on installing electric bus charging this spring and should be fully electric by fall 2021

:)

Secretary Ngo  sgafinance@umass.edu : This week I had my weekly SACL Finance Meeting as

well ass met with Casey Gaw again this week to go over the payroll issue about last year

Elections Commissioners that are going to be paid by a student contract and I am still waiting on

one to send documentation of hours. I am meeting with the cultural RSO Latinos Unidos later

this week about questions with their budget and purchasing things. Other than that, I have no

other big updates.

k. Faculty Senate Representative:

l. ESO Event Representative:

m. Vice Chancellor’s Student Advisory Board Representative:

6. Senate Committee Reports:

Chair Antinori  sgaugradexperience@umass.edu : Hi everyone! This week, USC created our

outreach survey for our reusable bag/compostable container/paperless receipt initiative. We plan

on having our outreach completed this week and a motion ready within the next week or so.
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Additionally, regarding the committee's individual project updates, Aliana is planning a meeting

with Comp Sci major AJ Uppal to collaborate on promoting the app Rendezvous, where students

will have an opportunity to connect with others in their classes virtually by linking their class

schedules to the app. Sarita is working on Res Life programming and will be meeting with a res

life coordinator soon as well. Regarding Swipe Out Hunger, we are in the process of planning a

meeting with the DOS and Head of Dining. The Swipe Out Hunger team is also meeting next

week to discuss the implementation process in the fall. Lastly, Adam recorded the first episode of

the podcast he is leading, which will consist of students calling in from the covid testing line at

Mullins to get interviewed about their college experiences during this crazy time.

Chair Carino  sgaacademic@umass.edu :

Chair Curto  sgaoutreach@umass.edu :

Hi everyone! So ODC finished interviews and will have those to you soon. I have to talk to

Bernie soon so hopefully they are on the agenda. I hope you all have been doing well and staying

healthy. We will be working more on merch. I will be working with the PR team for elections

and thats about it. I hope you all have a great week and a great Wellness Wednesday. Like always

if you have any questions don’t hesitate to reach out!

Chair Dacey  sgawaysmeans@umass.edu : Hi everyone! Ways and means has completed voting

on arts and media and we are working our way through service and engagement. Please reach out

with any questions!

Chair Gabriel  sgasojec@umass.edu : Hi everyone, not much to report on because SOJEC

usually meets Mondays at this time but the CMASS x SGA event has a date now! March 11th

we'll put on that panel that I mentioned in previous. I attended ODC's meeting this past week and

am attending USC's later this week as a follow up on our RJ plan. Hope everyone has a nice

wednesday off!

Chair Jensen  sgauroc@umass.edu :

Chair Kendall  sgaadminaffairs@umass.edu :
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Chair Rajkumar  sgafinancecommit@umass.edu :

7. SGA Advisor Lydia Washington lwash@umass.edu:

8. The Committee of the Whole:

9. Special Orders:

10. Unfinished Business - Main Motions:

11. New Business - Main Motions:

2021-S14

Whereas, with the SARS-CoV-2 (henceforth referred to as “COVID-19”) virus afflicting over

100 million people around the world at the time of drafting this resolution, and taking the lives of

over 2 million people world wide, and;

Whereas, of the people afflicted by COVID-19, over 27 million of those afflicted are in the

United States of America, and of the deaths caused by COVID-19, over 450 thousand are in the

United States of America, and;

Whereas, as a result of the increased number of COVID-19 cases, the University of

Massachusetts Amherst recently elevated the operational posture of the institution to “high risk,”

and while doing so, implemented a policy that confined students residing on-campus, whether

they be undergraduate or graduate students, and closed campus buildings to student access, and;

Whereas, the implementation of the aforementioned policy meant that students in the

performing arts fields, especially those in or affiliated with the Department of Music and Dance,

were confined to their rooms, and were thus unable to fully function academically, as a large

proportion of academic requirements that would have usually been conducted in the Fine Arts

Center (including, but not limited to: attending applied music lessons, practicing, and

participating in ensembles) now had to be conducted within the confines of their rooms, and;
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Whereas, regardless of when the University of Massachusetts Amherst was or was not in a “high

risk” operational posture, there were significant restrictions (which included, but are not limited

to, reduction of practice room space capacities, closure of the Fine Arts Center) that affected the

way in which students in or affiliated with the Department of Music and Dance could

meaningfully function academically, and;

Whereas, with each closure of the Fine Arts Center, students in or affiliated with the Department

of Music and Dance are disproportionately affected, as remote learning substantially deteriorates

the quality of education that can be given or received, and;

Whereas, there have been multiple student reports that, regardless of when the University of

Massachusetts Amherst was in “high risk” operational posture or not, staff members employed

by the University of Massachusetts Amherst Office of Residential Life have been issuing noise

complaint warnings to students who practice in their rooms, including during hours that are not

designated as “quiet hours,” and threatening further disciplinary action should said students not

cease practicing, and;

Whereas, because of the actions of staff members employed by the University of Massachusetts

Amherst Office of Residential Life, some students who must practice in their rooms in order to

meaningfully progress academically have been traumatized by said reprimands and threats for

further disciplinary action, and are now fearful to practice in their rooms for fear of retribution,

and;

Whereas, when the University of Massachusetts Amherst Provost’s Office attempted to

intervene by delegating Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs, Carol Barr, to negotiate with



the Office of Residential Life to allow students in or affiliated with the Department of Music and

Dance to practice in their rooms without fear of disciplinary action, Residential Life only yielded

5:30p-7:30p everyday as a permissible time for students to practice, which is two hours per day,

and;

Whereas, as of the transition from the “high risk” operational posture to the “elevated”

operational posture, effective Monday, 22 February 2021, no further action had been taken by the

Office of Residential Life to afford greater practice time to students who reside in on-campus

housing, meaning that students in or affiliated with the Department of Music and Dance continue

to be restricted to 5:30p-7:30p everyday to practice in their rooms (should they choose to do so),

regardless of the operational posture of the institution, and;

Whereas, for students in or affiliated with the Department of Music and Dance, practicing can

be considered the equivalent of doing assignments and studying for exams for students not in or

affiliated with the Department of Music and Dance, and participating in chamber ensembles,

which require music performance, can be considered the equivalent to doing group assignments

for students not in or affiliated with the Department of Music and Dance, and;

Whereas, policies that restrict students to practicing or participating in chamber ensembles for

only two hours per day is equivalent to restricting any student to doing homework, studying for

exams, and doing group assignments to only two hours a day, which is practically unheard of at

any academic institution, and is grossly inequitable, and;

Whereas, such reprimands and threats for additional disciplinary action should practicing not

cease has caused damage to students’ mental health, and seriously infringes upon said students’



academic freedom and any means to meaningfully progress in their academic career at the

University of Amherst, therefore;

Be it resolved that The University of Massachusetts Amherst Student Government Association

along with The University of Massachusetts Amherst Graduate Student Senate, urges the Office

of Residential Life to extend the two-hour window to allow student musicians and performers to

meaningfully progress in their academic career and cease warnings of disciplinary action on

students who make noise in their dorm room as a result of practicing, and to formulate

meaningful methods of mitigating concerns of noise that may be caused by student musicians

and performers instead of needlessly repeatedly inflicting psychological trauma by way of

disciplinary action, and;

Be it resolved that The University of Massachusetts Amherst Student Government Association

along with The University of Massachusetts Amherst Graduate Student Senate, requests that the

University of Massachusetts Amherst proactively engage with those departments and programs

in which the quality of education is being disproportionately affected, and negotiate ways in

which in-person instruction can be conducted in a safe manner.

Sponsored by Speaker Fox, Secretary Montilla, Chair Gabriel, and Senator Moulton

2021-S15

Whereas, in the “Campus Will Lower Operational Posture from HIGH to ELEVATED on

Monday” email it is stated that “In-person classes resume, but only for students in compliance

with their twice-weekly requirement. Students must display a green Campus Health Hub

checkmark to get access to in-person class” and “Students out of compliance with the testing

protocol lose access to their fully remote courses. Access to Moodle and Blackboard will be

curtailed.” and;
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Whereas, both President Epstein and President Burch expressed concerns in emails to

Chancellor Subbaswamy, Dr. Burney, Vice Chancellor Hephner LaBanc, and Vice Chancellor

Kennedy about the administration's new reliance on the green checkmark to enforce COVID

protocols and strongly urged to change course immediately and not repeat the mistakes of two

weeks ago when punitive, harmful, and unenforceable measures such as no work or exercise

regulations were put in place, and;

Whereas, access to a learning management system (LMS) such as Moodle or Blackboard is

critical for any student’s ability to successfully complete coursework, and;

Whereas, access to testing can be impacted by snow days, campus closure, and other unforeseen

events which may force the cancellation of a testing appointment and abruptly throw a student

out of compliance with the testing protocol, and;

Whereas, the limited availability of testing outside of regular weekday business hours may pose

challenges for students reinstating compliance with the testing protocol, meaning a student

whose LMS access is revoked may not regain said access for multiple days, and;

Whereas, students living on and off campus have provided personal testimony that their

“Campus Health Hub” account has, in the past, inaccurately stated that they are out of

compliance with the testing protocol and revoked their “green checkmark”, and;

Whereas, the University has not provided clear guidance to students around how these measures

will be enforced and not laid out a process through which students will be notified of their lack

of compliance, and;



Whereas, if access is curtailed automatically, the “Campus Health Hub” and the University’s

LMS infrastructure do not feature a high degree of interoperability, and therefore do not facilitate

an accurate or current picture of whether a student is complying with testing protocol, and;

Whereas, students have already paid thousands of dollars in order to take classes at UMass

Amherst and should not have their access revoked due to falling out of compliance once,

therefore;

Be it resolved, the Student Government Association demands that the University does not take

away access to remote classes for students out of compliance with the testing protocol, and;

Be it further resolved, the Student Government Association demands that in-person course

instructors should not be required to check the green checkmark in order to allow students into

their classroom as it forces them to break social distancing and green checkmarks are not

reliable, and;

Be it further resolved, the Student Government Association demands that the green checkmark

not be required for entry to the dining halls as it is not accurate and will make lines even longer,

preventing students from accessing food.

Sponsored by President Epstein, Secretary Lechowicz, Attorney General Latimer-Ireland,

Secretary Montilla, Student Trustee Scalona, Secretary Bennett, Senator Moulton, Senator

Wright, Senator Collins

12. Business Not Anticipated 48 Hours Prior To:


